The core of BTV is organized into three concentric structures of which VP7 protein forms the major core protein. The subcore consists of VP3 protein and the innermost part of the core is made of three minor proteins: VP1, VP4, and VP6. Earlier it was reported that core-like particles (CLPs) composed of viral VP7 and VP3 proteins were produced in order to study role of VP7 protein in intermolecular interactions in the BTV assembly process. Site specific mutational studies revealed that substitution of the single lysine residue of VP7 (Lys-255) by leucine abrogated CLP formation, indicating a critical role for this lysine. In the present study, homology modeling, mutagenesis, and docking studies were carried out in order to design potent leads in modulation of VP7 protein in abrogating CLP formation.
Introduction
Bluetongue is an infectious noncontagious virus disease of ruminants caused by bluetongue virus of genus Orbivirus within the family Reoviridae. It is transmitted by biting midges of the Culicoides genus (Diptera: Ceratopogonidae). In addition to biting midges, BTV has been isolated from some arthropods, for example, sheep ked (Melophagus ovinus) [1] or some species of ticks [2, 3] and mosquitoes [4] . However, these are mechanical vectors with only a negligible role in disease epidemiology [5] . It can be directly transmitted from one animal to another through semen and transplacentally [6] . Bluetongue can also be spread by live attenuated vaccines against BTV or even by vaccines against other antigens contaminated with BTV [7, 8] .
To date 26 distinct internationally recognized serotypes (based on the lack of cross-neutralization) of the virus have been identified. Cattle and goats are major hosts of the virus, but in these species infection is usually asymptomatic despite high virus levels, allowing the disease to circulate in the absence of any symptoms. Sheep and deer are usually the only species to exhibit symptoms of infection. The manifestations of bluetongue range from an unapparent to a fatal outcome depending on the serotype and strain of the virus, the species, breed, and age of the infected animal; older animals are generally more susceptible [9] . The worldwide economic losses due to bluetongue have not been expressed in exact numbers, but the estimate is 3 billion US$ a year [10] . The losses are both direct (death, abortions, weight loss, or reduced milk yield and meat efficiency) and, what is more important, indirect as a result of export restrictions for live animals, their semen, and some products such as fetal bovine serum.
Bluetongue virus is a non enveloped virus composed of three shells. The inner shell is composed of 120 copies of VP3 (100 kDa) [11] and contains minor amounts of 3 enzymatic proteins involved in transcription and replication, namely, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase VP1 (149 kDa), the RNA capping enzyme VP4 (76 kDa), and the dsRNA helicase VP6 (36 kDa) that are located at the fivefold symmetry axis of the particle [12] . The middle shell is composed of 780 copies of VP7 (38 kDa) that are arranged as 260 trimers [12, 13] . The outer shell is composed of two structural proteins: VP2 (111 kDa) and VP5 (59 kDa). A total of 180 molecules of VP2 are arranged as 60 surface spikes which are responsible for attaching the virus to the cell surface, whereas 360 molecules of VP5 form 120 globular-shaped structures that facilitate 2 ISRN Virology cell-membrane penetration [14] [15] [16] . Nonstructural proteins (NS1, NS2, NS3, NS3A, and NS4) probably participate in the control of BTV replication, maturation, and export from the infected cell. The NS1 protein was found to play role in viral morphogenesis [17, 18] . The NS2 protein is the major component of viral inclusion bodies [17] [18] [19] [20] and is also involved in recruitment of BTV mRNA for replication [21] [22] [23] . The NS3 protein acts as a viroporin, which enhances permeability of the cytoplasmic membrane and thus facilitates virus release from mammalian or insect cells [13, [23] [24] [25] . In addition, NS3 also allows BTV particles to leave host cells by a budding mechanism [26] . This probably operates in insect cells where no cytopathic effect is induced by BTV [20] . NS4 protein is expressed early after infection and localized in the nucleoli of BTV infected cells and plays an important role in virus-host interaction to counteract the antiviral response of the host [27] .
Recent data obtained by cryoelectron microscopy of unfixed and unstained cores derived from BTV indicate that there are several unique features in the structure of the core [28] . The core has icosahedral symmetry and bristly appearance which is due to 260 prominent knob-or spikelike structures at all the local and strict threefold axes. Both biochemical and crystallographic analyses have been shown spikes to be trimers of VP7 [28] [29] [30] . The trimers are connected at a lower radius to a smooth layer of VP3 protein [28, 31] . Recently it was reported that the two outer capsid proteins of BTV, VP2 and VP5, attach to the core, most likely involving VP7 [32, 33] . Because of its multifarious roles, VP7 offers an interesting model to experimentally define intermolecular interactions in the BTV assembly process. Earlier it was reported that, in order to investigate the domains of VP7 that are involved in particle assembly, core-like particles (CLPs) containing VP7 and VP3 proteins were produced using multiple gene expression vectors [34] . Site-specific mutational studies of VP7 indicated that the intact carboxy terminus of the VP7 molecule is essential for particle formation but that the amino terminus can be modified by the addition of some foreign sequences without compromising the ability to form CLPs. Replacement of the single lysine residue of VP7 with leucine abrogated CLP formation, although replacement of either of the first two conserved cysteine residues (Cys-15 or Cys-65) [35] [36] [37] with serine did not prevent CLP formation. Based on this data we have made an attempt to find lead compounds that would modulate VP7 protein in abrogating CLP formation. Thus we have first carried out homology modeling of VP7 protein using reported X-ray structure from literature [38] . Mutational studies were carried out by constructing mutant model via single substitution at K255L and modeled. All the studies were carried out using DS. Novel virostatic compounds against BTV reported in literature [39, 40] were selected as ligands. Further docking with the selected ligands is done and the analysed results show the increased response of the ligands towards the K255L mutant models compared to VP7 model. Based on the high dock score, the compounds T-1, T-2, and T-3 were found to possess highest potentiality to act as potent leads in modulation of VP7 protein in abrogating CLP formation.
Materials and Methodology

Sequence Retrieval and Template Selection.
The amino acid sequence of VP7 protein is retrieved in FASTA format from SWISS PROT database followed by BLAST against PDB for template selection. With known structures available in the PDB, the BLAST is used to find the similarity of the sequence to closest homologous proteins and identifies the structure with high identity and similarity to be employed as template for homology modeling.
Sequence Alignment and Model
Building. The sequence alignment process is carried out by extracting the sequence of template and aligned with the target sequence by using Clustal W. Using "MODELLER 9.11v" the 3D structure of VP7 is generated. Energy minimization of the modeled structure is carried out by applying CHARMm force fields and steepest descent algorithm followed by conjugant gradient algorithm in DS until the convergence gradient is satisfied.
K255L Mutant Construction.
Mutations are substituted at single residue in the modeled VP7 protein and constructed the mutant model based on the wild type and energy minimization is carried out by applying CHARMm force fields.
Model Validation
Procheck.
Procheck is used in validation of protein structure and models by verifying the parameters like Ramachandran plot quality, peptide bond planarity, bad nonbonded interactions, main chain hydrogen bond energy, C-alpha chirality and overall G factor, and the side chain parameters like standard deviations of chi1 gauche minus, trans and plus, and pooled standard deviations of chi1 with respect to refined structures.
3.2.
Prosa. This program compares Z scores between target and template structure. The Z scores of model are a measure of compatibility between its sequence and structure. The model Z score should be comparable to the Z scores obtained from the template.
RMSD. Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD)
is commonly used to represent the distance between two objects. This value indicates the degree to which two threedimensional structures are similar. The lower the value is, the more similar the structures are. SPDBV program was used in calculating the RMSD value between the template 1BVP and our model structure. duplicate structures are removed. Catalyst algorithm in DS was used in 3D structure generation.
Molecular Docking
Ligand Generation and
Active Site Identification.
"Eraser" algorithm in DS was used in determining binding pockets of the receptor after energy minimization. The active site of the protein is first identified and it is defined as the binding site. This method employs a cavity detection algorithm for detecting invaginations in the protein as candidate active site regions.
Docking Studies.
The docking method used in this study of docking of ligands into protein active site was LigandFit method. To perform docking in the DS, a protocol called "Dockligands" (LigandFit) is selected among those listed under receptor-ligand interaction protocol cluster. Each ligand compound is given as input in the parameter meant for "input ligands" and the protocol was run for each of the modulators selected for the study. A shape comparison filter is combined with a Monte Carlo conformational search for generating various conformations of ligand consistent with the active site shape. For evaluating protein-ligand interaction energies candidate poses are minimized in the context of the active site using a grid based method. The final energy refinement of the ligand pose (or) pose optimization in LigandFit occurs by Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method. Thus docking analysis of the taken compounds with VP7 protein is carried out to predict the binding affinities based on scoring functions such as LigScore and PLP, JAIN, PMF, and dock score and their relative stabilities are also evaluated using their binding affinities. The ligand binding energies are calculated based on the high dock score of best conformation.
Results and Discussion
Sequence Retrieval and Template Selection.
The amino acid sequence of VP7 protein is taken from SWISSPROT database containing 349 residues with accession number: P69362, entry name: VP7 BTV11, and protein name: core protein VP7. The FASTA sequence of the protein (1-349) is retrieved and submitted to BLAST against PDB database for selection of homologous structures to be employed as template for homology modeling. The BLAST results yield X-ray structure of 1BVP from bluetongue virusserotype 10 having the highest sequence identity of 100% with a resolution of 2.60 A 0 . All the further procedures are carried out using MODELLER 9.11v.
Sequence Alignment and Model Building.
A sequence alignment between the template-target pair is an essential input to a homology modeling program. The sequence of 1BVP is extracted and aligned with the VP7 protein of BTV using Clustal W. On the basis of this alignment as input, model of the VP7 is built using "MODELLER 9.11v. " Ten molecular models of VP7 are generated. The refinement process is carried out using DS by applying CHARMm force field and steepest descent method is applied with 0.001 minimizing RMS gradient and 2000 minimizing steps followed by conjugant gradient method till it reaches the satisfactory results for minimization. The energy refinement method gives the best conformation to the model (Figure 1 ).
K255L Mutant Construction. The model of mutant VP7
protein with mutation in the region of K255L was generated with "Build Mutant" protocol and energy is minimized.
Model Validation.
To evaluate the quality of our model, the final refined modeled structure of VP7 of BTV is analyzed by the Procheck, Prosa, and RMSD calculation.
Procheck.
Using Procheck, the overall stereochemical quality of the modeled protein is evaluated by analyzing the overall residue by residue geometry and psi and phi torsion angles of Ramachandran plot showing residues with most favorable region (95%), generously allowed region (0.3%), additionally allowed region (4.3%), and disallowed region (0.3%) in comparison to 1BVP template (90.7%, 0.0%, 8.6%, and 0.7%), respectively. The Ramachandran's map of the VP7 model and the template (1BVP) are shown in Figure 2 and the plot statistics are given in Table 1 .
Prosa.
Quality assessment of the model via Prosa revealed that the BTV model matched NMR region of the plot with Z score (−7.93) which is reliable to the Z score of the template 1BVP (−7.87) (Figure 3) . It signifies the quality of our model.
RMSD. The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD)
between predicted VP7 of BTV model and template is 0.3Å. The low RMSD between the target and template reflects the presence of strong homology.
Active Site Identification.
Binding site analysis is done for the generated model. This was carried out using a tool panel "binding site. " By applying CHARMm force field the receptor is analysed for the active sites from the "find sites from the receptor cavities. " Site 1 is selected from the displayed sites.
Docking Studies.
Ligand fit program (Accelrys Discovery Studio 2.5) was used to study the binding modes of the taken compounds in the active sites of modeled BTV and Based on an analysis of 118 structures of resolution of at least 2.0 angstroms and R-factor not greater than 20%, a good quality model would be expected to have over 90% in the most favored regions. K255L mutant BTV. Dock score is used to estimate the ligandbinding energies. Apart from these, other input parameters for docking are also considered for evaluating the docking efficacy of proteins with ligands in our study. In this study, the ligands taken (Figure 4) are docked into the active site of BTV in order to find the receptor-ligand binding orientation, binding affinity, and binding-free energies. The docking run generated 10 poses for each of the analogs. Two important parameters have been considered for selecting potential compounds among the given input: (i) hydrogen bond details of the top-ranked pose and (ii) prediction of binding energy of the best docked pose using various scores calculated using Discovery Studio (LigScore1 and 2, -PLP1 and 2, JAIN, PMF, and dock score) scores are taken for the analysis. The dock scores computed by the different scoring functions for these compounds are tabulated in Table 2 . The dock score for all the docked ligands shows that T-1, T-2, and T-3 are having the highest dock scores. From the overall docking we identified The stability of the best docked poses of T-1, T-2, and T-3 is evaluated by determining the hydrogen bonding between the receptor and ligand.
that T-2 is having a high dock score 55.42 K⋅cal/mol with K255L mutant compared to that of the wild BTV.
Conclusion
In this study, we have predicted the structure for VP7 protein of BTV based on the template 1BVP and generated mutated model with single substitutions at K255L. Procheck, Prosa and RMSD calculation between the target and template proteins revealed the reliability of wild and mutant models for docking. Using LigandFit module of Discovery Studio software, docking studies were performed to investigate the role of ligand binding affinity at the active site of wild and mutant BTV. The results indicate that the mutant model may contribute to higher level binding interaction and binding affinity than wild model of BTV. Based on the scoring functions and individual residue interactions here we conclude that the compound T-2 has more affinity at active site than others. The T-2 ligand with a dock score of 55.42 showed better results among all the taken compounds. Thus T-2 ligand could be good lead for development of novel virostatic agents in modulation of VP7 protein in abrogating CLP formation.
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